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Jan 17, 2020: BRG meeting, 6:30p,
Jersey Lily’s Roadhouse, 1650 Braeburn Dr. Salem, VA 24153.
Jan 23-26, 2020: Winter Adventure
Weekend at Carter Caves State Resort
Park, Olive Hill KY. See https://
winteradventureweekend.com/
for
more info.

Feb 1, 2020: VA Cave Board Meeting,
11am @ Vinton Library, 800 E. Washington Ave, Vinton, VA 24175. Contact Marian McConnell or Meredith Weberg for more info.
Feb 21: BRG meeting, 6:30p, Jersey
Lily’s Roadhouse, 1650 Braeburn Dr.
Salem, VA 24153.
Mar 6-8: 36th Annual Florida Cave
Crawl, at the Blue Springs Recreational Park, Marianna, FL. See http://
www.flintrivergrotto.org/florida-cavecrawl/ for details. No Large RV’s.
Mar 13-15 and Mar 20-22:
NCRC
Eastern Regional Level 1 and 2 Modular Level 1 & 2 Rescue training. Hosted by BCRG, Blacksburg VA. See

https://caves.org/commission/ncrc/
ncrc-er/index.html
Mar 20: BRG meeting, 6:30p, Jersey
Lily’s Roadhouse, 1650 Braeburn Dr.
Salem, VA 24153.
Apr. 3-5: Make-up weekend for
March NCRC- classes in Blacksburg,
VA, in case of inclement weather. See
https://caves.org/commission/ncrc/
ncrc-er/index.html
Apr 17: BRG meeting, 6:30p, Jersey
Lily’s Roadhouse, 1650 Braeburn Dr.
Salem, VA 24153.
May 1-3: Spring MAR/VAR at Grand
Caverns, Grottoes, VA. Hosted by 7
Valleys Grotto and Charlottesville
Grotto.

May 22-25:
Speleofest, Lone Star
Preserve, Bonnieville, KY; details at
http://louisville.caves.org/
speleoregistration.shtml
June 12-20, 2020: NCRC Rescue Operations & Management Seminar
(weeklong), Camp Pinnacle, Voorheesville, NY. Register at this website:
https://ncrc.regfox.com/ncrc-2020national-seminar
June 19: BRG meeting, 6:30p, Jersey
Lily’s Roadhouse, 1650 Braeburn Dr.
Salem, VA 24153.
June 19-21:
Karst-o-Rama, Great
Saltpetre Preserve, Mt. Vernon, KY;
details at http://karstorama.com/

May 15: BRG meeting, 6:30p, Jersey
Lily’s Roadhouse, 1650 Braeburn Dr.
Salem, VA 24153.

July 27-31, 2020: NSS Convention,
Elkins, West Virginia. See the website:
https://caves.regfox.com/nssconvention-2020

May 18-22: UNESCO Karst 2020,
Western Kentucky University, Bowling Green, KY.

June 28- July 2, 2021: NSS Convention, in Weed, CA. See the website:
http://nss2021.caves.org/
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Description

The January 17, 2020 meeting of the
Blue Ridge Grotto will be held at: Jersey Lily's Roadhouse 1650 Braeburn
Dr, Salem, VA 24153. Dinner or appetizers with socializing starts at 6:30pm
with the meeting starting soon after.
The program will be a
slide show by Dave Socky on the December weeklong survey trip into
Lechuguilla. Photos by Dave and Nick
Socky, Irina Eftimie, and Simeon
Warner. The program will be about 15
to 20 minutes long.

Date & Time: Saturday, January 18,
2020. Meet at the Hanging Rock Orange
Market at 8:30 am.
Leader: Doug Feller
Coordination: Susan Burr 540-989-5809
pondlady97@gmail.com
Requirements: Horizontal trip. Basic
caving gear. Beginner cave trip.

Limits: 15 cavers

Haynes Cave is a historic, multi-level,
joint-controlled saltpeter cave developed in the Hurricane Ridge Syncline.
Passages vary from narrow crawlways
to 20’x12’ rooms. Most of Haynes
Cave is very dusty, with gypsum areas.
However, the northernmost parts of the
Upper Level and the Basement are
more damp and contain active calcite
speleothems.
Haynes Cave was mined for saltpeter
during the early 1800s. It is an important Archaeo saltpeter site. Haynes
was the cave the bones of the Jefferson
Ground Sloth came from. It is an important Paleo site.
Haynes Cave is 4237 feet long, and
147 feet deep. It is owned and managed by the WV Cave Conservancy.

Thirteen members and guests attended
the November 15, 2019 BRG meeting.
We enjoyed watching a slide show on
“Topless Caving in Utah”, showcasing
David Socky’s and other cavers’ recent
trip to the Slot Canyons and Escalante
Staircase NP in Utah.

Bill Farlow NSS 6428
c/o Montgomery Village
327 Freeman Street
Star, NC 27356-7948
h/ 910-428-2101

Jacob Whitlock was voted in as BRG’s
newest member. Congratulations, Jacob!

Lisa Goggin
updated email:
lrgo@sbcglobal.net

December 22, 2019: Nineteen members and guests attended the BRG
Christmas Party. Several people paid
their 2020 dues. Jen Suggs wrote her
letter requesting Subscribership in
BRG. Tall tales were told, new photos
from Lechuguilla Cave NM, and vintage historic cave videos were shown.
BRG 2020 dues are now due.
Thanks to everyone who has already
paid! (see page 4 for the list)
Know of a potential caver? Bring them
to a BRG meeting, sponsor them on a
BRG activity, do lots of fun things with
the best cavers around ~

Cave Softly and Safely
Member Updates
Bill Walker
New phone: 540-525-8132 (cell)

Kelsea Johnson (new apt. #)
8583 Aero Dr., Apt. 2032
San Diego, CA 92123
Al Stewart
3585 Brambleton Ave. SW # 307
Roanoke, VA 24018
h/540-989-0483
Jen Suggs Subscriber
4891 Dan Robin Road
Salem, VA 24153
c/303-475-9903
jenniferasuggs@gmail.com
Jacob Whitlock NSS# 70172
128 Orchard Hill Drive
Cloverdale VA 24077
h/540-798-3786
jwhitlock2011@gmail.com

BRG Meeting Minutes – can be read
on the BRG webpage at:
http://blueridgegrotto.org under the
‘BRG Organization’ button.
NSS
Membership:
Would you like to join or
renew with the NSS? See
this link for details.

Treasure's Report
11/13/2019
Cave Bucks
Conservation
Equipment
General
Total

$ 31.64
$ 91.01
$ 133.87
$3,262.87
$3,519.39

Long Cave Lists

maintained by Bob Gulden
USA Long & Deep, World Long &
Deep, & World Big Rooms
www.caverbob.com/usalong.htm
www.caverbob.com/usadeep.htm
www.caverbob.com/rooms.htm
www.caverbob.com/wlong.htm
www.caverbob.com/wdeep.htm
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PAY YER 2020 DUES!!
It's that time ➢ 2020 BRG dues are $10.00 for regular or
associate members, $5.00 for additional
family members. Discount for members
under 18. Subscriber fee is $10.00 per
person.
➢ Make checks to Blue Ridge Grotto.
➢ Families, additional dues payers – there

will be printed info on your family rate at
the BRG meeting.

➢ If you mail in your dues, please include a

piece of paper with your current address,
phones, email, NSS number (and NSS
expiration month), and primary grotto
affiliation.

➢ You can pay for multiple years.

Pay your dues at the January 17, 2020 BRG
meeting or mail them to:
Trish Geiger, BRG Treasurer
740 Lakeview Circle
Hollins, VA 24019
Can’t remember if you’ve already paid?
We do! Check the paid
pre-paid
list below.
list below.
These cavers have paid their 2020 dues:
Tom Beaman – 2022
2022,
Colin Beck – 2023
2023,
Susan Burr
Sharon
Bruce
- 2021,
- 2024
JosephBurr
Susan
Caldwell
- 2021
- 2026,
Carl Cornett
Joseph
Caldwell
- 2022,
- 2026
Bill Cuddington
Carl
Cornett - 2022
- Life,
Miriam
Bill
Cuddington
Cuddington
- Life
- 2020,
Joey Fagan
Miriam
Cuddington
- Life, - 2020
Cheryl
Joey
Fagan
Feller- -Life
2021,
Doug Feller
Cheryl
Feller- -2021,
2021
John Fox
Doug
Feller
- 2020,
- 2021
Cole Frantz
John
Fox - 2020
- 2023,
Trish Frantz
Cole
Geiger--2023
2020,
Keith Geiger
Trish
Goggin--2020
2020,
Lisa Goggin
Keith
Goggin- -2020,
2020
Bob Gulden
Lisa
Goggin - 2020,
2020
DustyGulden
Bob
Gulden
- 2020
- 2020,
Nicole Gulden
Dusty
Gulden -- 2020
2020,(sub)
Gene Harrison
Nicole
Gulden -- 2020
2020,(sub)
Jeff Huffman
Gene
Harrison
- 2020,
- 2020 (sub)
Cyndi
Jeff
Huffman
Hutchison
- 2020
- 2020,
KelseaHutchison
Cyndi
Johnson -- 2020,
2020
Karen Kastning
Kelsea
Johnson--2020,
2020
Dan McConnell
Karen
Kastning - 2020
2020,
Marian
Dan
McConnell
McConnell
- 2020
- 2020,
Sharon McConnell
Marian
Mohney - 2020,
- 2020
Lynn OttMohney
Sharon
- 2020, - 2020
Jen Perdue
Lynn
Ott - 2020
- 2020,
(sub)
NickPerdue
Jen
Schmalenberger
- 2020
- 2020,
DavidSchmalenberger
Nick
Socky - 2020, - 2020
Mary Sue
David
Socky
Socky
- 2020
- 2020,
Nick Socky
Mary
Sue Socky
- 2020,
- 2020
Alex Socky
Nick
Sproul -- 2020
2020,
Al Stewart
Alex
Sproul- -Life,
2020
Jennifer
Al
StewartSuggs
- Life - 2020,
John Taylor
Jennifer
Suggs
- 2020,
- 2020 (sub)
Bob Thren
John
Taylor- -2020,
2020
Meredith
Bob
Thren
Weberg
- 2020 - 2020,
Jacob Whitlock
Meredith
Weberg
- 2020,
- 2020
David Wickersham
Jacob
Whitlock - 2020
- 2023
David Wickersham - 2023

Renewing your Membership with the NSS

White Nose Syndrome
Update

Have you paid your NSS dues? I ask, because the NSS is no longer sending several
reminder notices to renew. Automatic renewal is no longer available, either.

(reprinted from Virginia Cellars 2019 v11#1p23)

By Wil Orndorff

Take a minute, pull out your NSS card to see
your NSS number and renewal month. If
you are past that date, then you no longer
exist in the current NSS database. You will
not be able to access the NSS “members
section” or renew by email.
To renew with the NSS, call the NSS Office
at 256-852-1300 to get your membership
straightened out.
You will need to call,
because if you missed your renewal deadline,
then you are no longer in their computer and
they will need to personally update your info,
reactivate your NSS membership and number. (Remember, NSS is in Central Time).
If you are a NSS Life Member (RL), then
you don’t have to do anything.
Remember, to vote or to hold grotto office,
you must be an active NSS member.

Bats in Virginia are fighting the good fight
against White Nose Syndrome (WNS).
While numbers of little brown, tricolored
(pips), and northern long-eared bats have all
decreased by over 95%, all three species are
still present on the landscape. A handful of
caves have remaining little brown bat populations that appear to tolerate the fungus,
Pseudogymnoascus destructans, that causes
WNS. Tricolored bats remain in almost
every cave, and seem to be doing better in
smaller caves. Northern long-eared bats are
rarely seen in Virginia’s mountains today,
but are regularly observed in coastal forests
where there may be a non-hibernating population. Sadly, Indiana bats at most sites
continue population declines present prior to
WNS, but the discovery of several small,
new hibernating populations gives reasons
for hope. Virginia’s other cave bat species –
gray, big brown, eastern small-footed, and
Virginia big-eared bats, seem for the most
part unaffected by WNS.

NCRC Eastern Regional - Level 1 and 2 Modular
Blacksburg Volunteer Rescue Squad Cave Rescue Group
Blacksburg, Virginia
March 13th - 29th (weekends only)

Please note that the first weekend of April should also be reserved if you plan to participate in this class. This will be the make-up date in the event of inclement weather.
Additional information will be found on the Eastern Region, NCRC website:
https://caves.org/commission/ncrc/ncrc-er/index.html
The registration form will become active in early to mid-January 2020.
Thanks,
Bru Randall
Resource Coordination Section Chief, Eastern Region, NCRC

Is your camera or your phone
posting cave locations?
(from NSS Facebook page)

From Matt Bowers on 1/3/2020. Photographers - It appears that Facebook is no
longer stripping out the EXIF metadata
embedded in uploaded photos. I was
surprised today when an uploaded image
got automatically captioned with the
EXIF description field.
You might want to be careful from here
out about what "hidden" data might be in
your cave images. Cave names & locations could potentially end up in a public

caption (through GPS tagging).
There is a decent tool here, if you are
curious what information is embedded in
your images - https://exifinfo.org/
The take-away, I think, is that we can't
rely on data being discarded anymore. ...
If I have some spare time someday, I'll
try to write a scrub-app & post it to the
NSS website somewhere.
Other recommendations include: turn off
GPS tagging on all cameras so you don’t
have to worry about it. Or use a digital
camera that doesn't load all that data into
the picture.
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The Cave of Diminishing Returns?
Windy Mouth Camp - November 22 to 24, 2019
By
Objectives – Camp trip to continue
mop-up survey of passage around
camp and upper levels Q survey area (Above Shattered Ladder)
Participants: Nick Socky, Dave
Socky, Joe Calderone, Rob Wardell,
Marissa Loftus, Silas Springer

Friday

It lucked out that several of the parties
who worked were able to take a half day
and could enter the cave reasonably early on Friday night. With Joe and Nick
coming from Richmond, Dave from Roanoke, Silas from Ohio, Rob from DC,
and Marissa from PA – it was a great
group from far and wide! They all met
up at the Lewisburg Walmart parking lot
at around 6:30 PM where repacking and
carpooling has alternatively been staged
from. This has cut down on the number
of cars and is a good meet up point for
nearly everyone coming from 64 or 81.
While getting some last minute supplies,
Nick picked up some battery powered
Christmas lights to decorate camp –
Windy Camp was going to be festive
this time! Compressing from five cars
down to two, the team of six headed off
to second creek parking area.

with the coming of winter. They arrived
at the cave right at 8 PM. One by one,
the cavers quickly crawled into the air
sucking mouth of the cave. Exiting the
entrance crawl in 20 min and finally
warming up, about half the group tied
coveralls around the waist for the hiking
through the cave. And away they went!
Moving through the main passage of the
lower levels took very little effort for the
group as everyone on this survey had
been here many times. Eventually they
passed the L survey turn off, continued
down The Milky Way and found the
passage that Rob, Marissa, and Joe
would be doing some mop-up survey.
They would be surveying off the BE
survey – a small little phreatic tube that
had been held off for so long as a “backup” for a failed trip. Nick, Silas, and
Dave then made for camp to survey the
“Sewers” of Windy Camp. Prior to this
camp trip, Nick had been on two other
trips where he had been mapping the
lower level of the M survey where the
stream flows under Windy Camp proper.
Both times, he had turned back because
of time and folks getting back to camp,
so it was time to try and get this passage
done.

With Silas sketching, Nick on point, and
Dave on front sights, they first surveyed
a small tube right out of camp that ended
in 40 feet. Then they traveled up passage
to where water is retrieved (water jug
had been filled prior to survey) and they
began surveying. This passage, which
was expected to be low and wet, was
actually very pleasant and lead to almost
100 feet of passage. Easily staying out of
the water, the team
quickly
moved
down
passage
which was about
12 feet wide and 3
to 5 feet tall, depending
where
you stood. In three
30-foot
shots,
Nick, Dave, and
Silas found themselves
directly
below
Windy
Camp! The other
group had returned
and the footsteps
Festive Windy Mouth Camp.
of them setting up
Photo by Dave Socky

Arriving at the parking area, the group
was hit with the moist chilly air from the
Greenbrier River. It was a clear night
with a crescent moon – the stars shined
brightly. Quickly changing and gearing
up they were off. Luckily, the river level
was still low enough to take the lowroute, even without getting your boots
wet. This probably will change soon

Marissa climbing Shattered Ladder
up into the QA Crawls (Nick Socky)
camp could be heard echoing in the passage the surveyors were still in. The
ceiling appeared to be only a few feet of
shale. All of the bustle above the cavers
encouraged them to vacate the Sewers
and head back to camp to socialize. Nick
set up a final tie-in station for a small
loop from where the in-feeder of Purty
Stream (N Survey comes in) and they
exited. Nick and Silas did 3 more short
shots nearly right in camp, and then
called it a day. There is still around 150
to 200 feet of passage to survey in “The
Sewers” as the stream nearly flows all
the way to the waterfall room. This will
most likely be done next camp trip.
Back at camp the both teams joked and
shared the excitement of the evening.
Joe, Marissa, and Rob and managed to
survey 170 feet of nice dry passage
which had lots of crystals and they actually generated two small loops in the BE
survey. Nick quickly sat down and added up his team’s survey numbers and
they were right at 160 feet of survey!
(Continued on page 6)
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(Continued from page 5)

Combined Friday night had resulted in
nearly 330 feet of cave! Christmas lights
were set up, celebrations were had, and
everyone was merry. The only disappointment that occurred was that only
five inflatable sleeping pads were in
camp. There were six campers. Luckily,
Joe did have a “misery pad” a small half
inch thick piece of foam that Nick decided to volunteer and use. It would be better than just sleeping on cold plastic, at
least. It was lights out at 12:30 AM with
an alarm set for 7:30 AM.

Saturday
Rob was the first caver who woke.
Slowly, nearly everyone stirred from
their cave sleep fugue, annoyed, as Nick
continued to sleep through his alarm that
was blaring. Eventually he also woke
and stumbled over to the growl of the
camp stove to wait in line for hot water
to make some coffee. It was 7:45 AM
and they were on the verge of running
late. Prior to the trip, Nick had sent out a
schedule that was detailed almost to the
15 minute in some sections. So far the
time goals had been met, until now. Everyone ate their breakfast and finally
packed their day packs and geared up to
head out of camp. Camp was left at 9:00
AM, and the cavers did what they do
best in Windy Mouth: crawl!

Getting to Shattered Ladder took the
expected 1.25 hours. Everyone climbed
the 30 foot pit, and then, YOU
GUESSED IT, started crawling again.
Upon exiting the QA Crawls (Quality
Assurance), nice walking passage is met
with historic signatures and eventually
fantastic formations. Nick, Silas, and Joe
would take a small phreatic tube off of
this main passage, but first Nick wanted
to take everyone to the end of the QC
survey, where Dave, Rob, and Marissa
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would survey. The nicely decorated
walking passage was greatly admired.
Between the Formation Prison you have
to slide through, to the calcified stream
of formations on the floor, to lots of
helictites; this area is certainly one to
visit. It was decided that the two teams
would meet back at camp around midnight. If one group finished up their
lead, then they should leave a note with
where they went next – there was a list
of 5 to 7 leads to choose from. Nick, Joe,
and Silas said farewell and headed back
down passage to begin their survey.
With Nick on book, Joe on front sights,
and Silas on point, the group started
their survey off the very end of the QA
survey. It involved a 5 foot climb into a
flowstone floored 2 foot by 2 foot tube
with helectites growing on the walls and
floor. After about 40 feet, a small junction was found, were the left passage
ended in another 40 feet but the right
continued. This area also included a calcified dry pool with many crystals and a
3 foot long soda straw column on the
right. Following the paleo passage upstream, the passage turned slightly as it
passed through several joints. The ceiling began dropping and it quickly turned
into a long belly crawl over golf-ball
sized cobbles. After another slight turn,
the passage actually began going downhill again, but quickly become tight.
Even Silas was uncomfortable with proceeding. The team turned and decided to
chase a different lead. They had gotten
roughly 120 feet from this passage. Getting back to the QA survey, Nick suggested they head back down passage
right before the Quality Assured belly
crawls. Earlier on the way to the end
leads, Nick had popped into a little passage that went back over top and wanted
to survey this unpreviously surveyed
new passage. After a tight contortion
and then a 7 foot up-climb, they were in
some going passage! Unfortunately, this
passage also did not want
to give up a lot of secrets
and footage for the cavers.
With several splay shots
into three separate passages that eventually became
too tight, they surveyed
another 100 feet of cave.

Dave Socky in the ‘Sewers of Windy Camp’.
Photo by Nick Socky

While up in the ceiling of
the passage, they heard
the other team return.
They were calling out to
each other as they were
trying to identify stations

Joe coming out of WOOO
Canyon (Nick Socky)
to head to one of the next leads down in
the QB survey. Finishing up in this little
tight canyon tube passage that Nick, Joe,
and Silas had found, they extracted
themselves and headed to the climb
down into the QB survey. This climb
down is pretty remarkable actually, because one climbs down into a hole in the
left wall that drops you through a shale
layer into an old paleo path that cuts its
way through a cobble fill in the wall.
After nearly doing a 180 degree turn in a
box like perimeter path, you re-intersect
the QA survey where you drop down
another 10 to 15 feet into a nasty muddy
lower section of cave, below another
shale layer. This is the proper Bear
Tracks Passage. Following downstream,
it eventually meets up with the P survey
and you can get back to camp, making
this the third largest loop in the cave,
well over a mile in length. Saying hi to
Dave, Rob, and Marissa, who were surveying an upstream section of this passage, Nick, Silas, and Joe headed downstream to a small canyon lead that Nick
had noticed the last time he was in this
muddy tube of a passage.
After minor slopping and crawling, they
arrived at a right turn. Joe remarked sar(Continued on page 7)
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castically at the pleasantness of the lead
and they began surveying. With every
station Silas noted, “It’s not getting nicer” and Joe “sighed”. Joe sighed more
and more until it was like a continuous
hiss of air escaping as you deflate an air
mattress slowly. As Nick moved up, he
noted that the passage did indeed keep
getting more and more narrow, low, and
wet. It eventually shrunk down to a 1
foot wide by 1.5 foot tall passage with
intermittent pools of water that varied in
depth from 2 inches to 6 inches. Some of
the pools of water were 4 to 5 feet long
and took up the entire floor of the passage, making it nearly impossible to
avoid the water. Luckily, because the
passage was tight enough, one could
wedge yourself and slowly inch your
way across the pools by planking. Joe
eventually stopped sighing, but quickly
turned to
hysteria. He started
“Woooing!” and claiming that this passage just made him so excited that we
wanted to dance and yell “Wooo!” like a
‘Wooo Girl’. Nick and Silas responded
with monotonal woos at this, and then
everyone burst out laughing at the ridiculousness of the passage. The canyon
was then named Wooo Canyon. Eventually, the passage became way too narrow
for Silas to push forward, so Joe or Nick
certainly would not fit. Wooo Canyon
being 150 feet too long, is done, unless
someone has the urge to dig. The three
slithered and oozed their way back down
canyon and were eventually birthed into
the much larger, but only slightly nicer
muddy trunk passage of the QD survey.
And this is where the title of this article
comes into play. With Wooo Canyon
ending, Nick was feeling disgruntled
with the survey progress of the day. This
was the third lead the team had taken
and they held barely 350 feet of survey.
It was also an awkward time to head
back to camp because it was only 6:00
PM. After some quick discussion, they
decided to head back to MC to do some
mop up of upper level canyon and eventually start surveying Black Water Fall
#2 lead off of the MB survey. Heading
back upstream and climbing back up
into the QA survey they left of note for
the other team, who appeared to still be
off surveying. Hopefully they had found
some good passage! Sea-turtling through
the Sandy QA crawls, the three made
good time back to Shattered Ladder
where they dropped the ropes and began
crawling back down the awkward MD
canyon passage. Getting to the intersec-
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tion called Double
Dome; Nick pulled
out the survey book
and grumpily asked
for numbers. The
idea was to first
survey a large shelf
before
heading
back down-canyon.
Silas moved from
the first station to
go look for a second up on the large
shelf when Joe
asked “Hey Nick, Joe enjoying the roomy passage! If only he knew what
where does this
was to come.... Photo by Nick Socky
crawlway go?” Joe
described it as a belly crawl that was
such nice passage to map. Rob and
about 7 feet wide, and had lots of scuff
Marissa agreed and thanked as well.
marks. Nick said “Sure! Let’s do it.”
Silas grumbled. Luckily, the small
There was a silly dance on the small
breakout that Nick, Joe, and Silas had
shelf between all three cavers as Silas
made at the end resulted in their day of
climbed back down to get into the crawl
surveying 750 feet of passage. “With
to go mark a station and the survey conFridays Total, the gives us 2110 feet of
tinued. In two more 30 foot shots, the
passage!!” exclaimed Nick. A cheer
passage enlarged to a 30 foot by 3 foot
went through the crowd and hot chocotall trunk with some breakdown in the
late was made and passed around. The
middle of it. And to their surprise, it
clock hit 1:00 AM and everyone was
continued uphill and downhill! There
ready for sleep. Even Nick didn’t mid
was also an incised canyon by the far
crawling onto his misery pad. It was a
right wall. What was most notable about
good day.
this new (old) passage was the air! It
was whipping through this part of the
Sunday
cave. They made quick time of surveyThe alarm woke everyone up at 8 AM
ing the right wall until the passage hit
and Joe quickly started the stove to get
breakdown and or canyon and become
some water going for coffee. The only
less desirable. These would be leads for
thing to be done today was to pack up
next time. Following the left wall, the
camp and exit. Everyone had a quick
passage continues and no end was found
breakfast and gear was inventoried. It
yet. The air was moving quickly enough
was noted that a new sleeping pad was
through this passage that their caves
needed. After the inventory, everyone
suits were drying out and Silas and Joe
slowly and cursing pulled on wet muddy
were both getting cold. Nick decided to
gear. Camp was vacated at 10:15 AM
leave the left passage as a nice lead for
and the journey out of the cave started.
next time and only requested that the
Nothing of interest happened and the
upper-shelf that they originally meant to
cavers made the Entrance right around
survey, be surveyed. Crawling back
Noon for a lovely sunny late fall day. It
there, they made quick time of it.
was roughly a 40 hour, hard fought, but
And like perfect clockwork, the other
productive camp trip. The cave project is
team emerged from the passage that
becoming harder to have weekends like
leads to Shattered Ladder. Joy of the end
this, but all the small passages add up.
of the day and of dinner and warm sleepThere is still hope for re-matching the 18
ing bags ran through the crowd and they
miles surveyed and hopefully a bit more.
crawled slowly back down to camp from
the upper levels. They arrived back at
camp at around 11:00 PM making it a 14
Total Surveyed: 2110 Feet
hour day. Water was boiled and dinners
Length of Windy Mouth: 14.89 Miles
were made. Nick and Dave added up
Knee Pads Destroyed This Trip: 0
their numbers – Dave’s team had surveyed around 980 feet of survey and
actually generated several more leads in
the passage that they had left! He also
thanked Joe and Nick for giving them
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Bolt Climbs in Lowmoor Mine
December 14, 2019
By
On our way to the WVACS Christmas
Party on Saturday December 14, 2019
Bob Alderson, Yvonne Droms and I
made a short trip into Lowmoor Mine to
do a couple of bolt climbs. Before we
could drive into the Truck Entrance we
had to remove a large amount of deadfall. A tree had fallen from the cliff
above and dragged brush and rocks
along with it, blocking the road. After it
was cleared, we parked in our usual spot
near junction E1. The mine actually
seemed warmer than usual for a cold
winter day.
Our first objective was to finish a climb
we started last year near station EX34
(Climb of the Cave Bear). We had left
that climb rigged partway up the wall
toward another potential lead at ceiling
level. Interestingly, the water stain that
inspired the name of last year’s climb
had changed, and no longer resembled a
teddy bear. It was now more like a bat.
Bob suited up for the climb, Yvonne
belayed, and I took photos and searched
for our next objective.
The climb was straightforward and Bob
finished using about six bolts. To our

surprise
and
delight, there
was cave passage at the top!
Lowmoor mine
is situated just
below the contact
between
the limestone
and the sandstone caprock.
Most
natural
cave in the
mine is located
at this contact,
but is now
largely inaccessible because
Mark in formation passage at the top of Bob's climb
the floor has
Photo by Yvonne Droms
been lowered
by up to 75
feet. The cave passages are generally not
I slowly ascended along the wall, knockvirgin, however, because miners exing down huge amounts of rubble, some
plored them before the floor was lowquite large. Eventually I even put a couered, often leaving behind artifacts like
ple of bolts into the wall for safety in
mining implements.
case the entire pile collapsed. Fortunately it held, and once I was at the base of
Yvonne cleaned the route while Bob
the vertical wall the climb went smoothrigged a static rope. I joined them at the
ly. Meanwhile Bob climbed up along the
top and we briefly checked out the pasopposite wall to near where I was worksages. To the left it soon got too tight. It
ing, bringing down his own impressive
couldn’t have gone far in any event becascade of rubble. Scary place! Through
cause that direction heads back toward
it all Yvonne belayed serenely from
the mine. To the right was a very well
across the main mine passage, safely out
decorated hands-and-knees crawl. It
of range of falling rocks.
seemed likely to terminate in a formation choke, although a lower level
opened up just before that point, preventing us from checking it thoroughly.
We’ll have to return with rope to check
the slot in the floor and the choke beyond, and to survey. (Even though we
had rope and survey gear with us, we
opted to do another climb instead.)

Yvonne cleaning the route
near the top of Bob's climb.
Photo by Bob Alderson

We moved our operations into a different mine tunnel where a large opening
beckoned in an alcove at station EB9.
We were still hoping to find a way to the
other side of a nasty traverse we left
undone beyond station BYC15 in a passage accessed by an earlier bolt climb.
The actual vertical part of our second
climb was not very high, but the approach was a challenge in itself. A large
amount of rubble lay at the foot of the
climb, and a lot of it was extremely unstable, being stacked vertically at more
than angle of repose.

At the top of the climb I, too, was greeted by going passage. I anchored a static
rope, and Bob ascended, followed by
Yvonne cleaning the route. To the left
was a short cave passage with a deep
vertical fissure in the floor. I couldn’t
see the bottom, but it will need to be
cleared of rubble before it can be descended. Bob explored to the right and
found a few artifacts, including an old
sledgehammer and a shovel. It was already getting late, so again we opted to
leave the survey for another trip.

We packed up and headed out at 6:30
PM, arriving an hour later at WVACS
just in time for dinner (but unfortunately
too late for eggnog).
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9/21: Rehoboth Church Cave, WV.
Submitted by Susan Burr – Leader:
Doug Feller; Susan Burr, Lauren Appel, Jacob Whitlock, Mystik Miller
(Greenbrier Grotto member). There
was actually a wedding getting ready
to take place at the old church that
afternoon. The caretaker had us park
along the side of the road on the way
out. Of course, we had to dig open the
entrance a bit to get in. Mystik was
hungover, but a trooper through it all.
We hit most of the cave we normally
go to. When we went to the back part
of the stream, I was behind Doug, but
he had gotten a bit ahead of the rest of
us. I am looking down at my feet
since the water was cloudy from
Doug going through. Out of the corner of my eye I see something coming
out at me. It was Doug reaching
through the hole in the wall & it
scared the S#@T out of me! We all
had a good laugh at my expense. We
headed to the mud slide next. Yes, we
all turned into 2-year olds playing
back there. We ended up using one of
Doug's water bottles to fill up with
cave water & pour down the slide to
make it faster! Jacob even went down
the slide on his belly once. After we
had all the fun we could take, we
headed out.
9/21: Cave Hollow Arbogast, WV.
Participants included David Socky,
Bob Alderson, and Bill Koerschner.
We entered the Arbogast entrance
about 10:40 am and proceeded the N
survey (toward the Golden Spike
Room). We continued the survey toward the Golden Spike Room. One
spot will require some safety rigging
because of the extremely slippery
slope above a 12 foot drop off. After
surveying big passage for 3 or 4
hours, the way on turned out to be a
tight, but wide, 11-inch belly crawl
which opened back up. To the right
was the way to “The Crawl”. We surveyed 947 feet, finished off most of
the passage in this area.
9/28: Dry Cave, WV. Participants:
(Team 1) David Socky, Errol Glidden,
Silas Springer, and Nikki Fox. (Team
2) Greg Springer, Nick Socky, Irina
Tabarana, and Chris Coates. Team
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Two was the upper lead team while
Team One went upstream. Team One
surveyed around 870 feet upstream past
the Bitter End. Still many leads. Lots of
leads left in the upper levels too. It was
a long but satisfying 13-hour trip – long
enough that we missed most of the festivities at Fall VAR.
10/20: Batty Pass Caves, UT. Participants included David Socky, Bill
Koerschner, Larry Fisher, and Gordon
Cole. This was part of our Utah Slot
Canyon trip. These are 'dug out' caves in
sandstone. There are three ‘caves’ which
are about 20 feet deep. Two of them had
doors. One smells horribly of machine
oil. The other has the mold of a boat
frame. Larry camped outside, while the
rest of us camped in two of the least bad
smelling caves. It was fun.
10/29: Mary Sue Socky (The Bat Lady)
returned to Cave Spring Elementary
School to talk with the 2 nd grade classes
(88 kids) about all the good things
BATS do for the environment.
10/30: Marian McConnell, Dave and
Mary Sue Socky visited Covenant Presbyterian Church for an evening presentation on Murder Hole. They were
interested and most appreciative!
11/2: Cave Hollow Arbogast, WV. We
had 12 cavers for this expedition! Team
1: Dave Socky, Gordon Birkhimer, Bob
Hoke. Team 2: Bill Koerschner, Marissa
Loftus, and Aaron Clair 565.0 feet).
Team 3: Brian Masney, Wayne Perkins,
and Kurt Waldron (488.5 feet). Team 4:
Chris Coates, David Smallwood, and
Danielle Ellis (240 feet). Team 1 and 3
surveyed up the Serpentine way. Team 3
connected the Pebblehenge Room to the
Manhole section plus some side leads.
Team 4 continued towards Lake Susan
in the LS survey. Total surveyed was
2184 feet! It was a good trip.
11/2: Karen Kastning reported on the
NRVG cleanup along Hickman Cemetery Rd, near James Cave, VA. It was
COLD (20F) but 24 people showed up,
including 3 scout groups. 30 bags of
trash, a tire, and a paint can were collected for VDOT. Afterwards, as a reward, NRVG took the scouts on a short
thru trip in James Cave, in the Field
entrance and out the Sinkhole entrance!
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11/5: Ludington Cave, WV. Participants included David Socky, Nick
Socky, and Nikki Fox. We went into
the Yates entrance Tuesday morning
around 11:30am. Lots of crawling
until you get to the Boulder Room.
There was a complicated climb down
through breakdown and then the long
trek down Thunderbolt Passage. We
finally got to the 'New Climb', at the
top of which is the Polar Passage. It's
possible to free climb up, which Nick
and I did, but Nick rigged a rope because the climb is somewhat exposed.
At the top of the climb is a horribly
exposed traverse, the other side of
which is the Polar Passage. Nick
rigged a traverse line for this. After
the Polar Passage is the long Ludington main Entrance Passage. We got to
the entrance just about 5:30pm. Found
a newborn female calf inside the entrance. We helped it out of the rocks
and then decided to try and find the
owner to get help for the calf. We
hiked about a mile to the road and
then to the first house we saw. It wasn't the owner, but they had the owner’s phone number and said they
would call. We hiked back to the cave
and went back to the climb where we
had left our vertical gear. We decided
to go back through the cave. It took us
an hour and forty-five minutes after
derigging. (A trip went to the Yates
entrance on 11/9 and it was noted that
the calf was no longer at the historic
entrance, so it’s been assumed the calf
was rescued).
11/14: Dave Socky and Mary Sue
Socky drove up to Lewisburg WV to
assist Ed Swepston and Mystik Miller
(Greenbrier Grotto) with their mini
course on Cave Rescue, presented to
Osteopathic College students. Dave
showed his cave rescue videos, ending with “We’re Cavers and We’re
Rescuers”. Previously, Ed, Mystik
and Carroll Bassett had held demonstrations of rescue equipment and
took six students on a wild cave trip
to nearby Higginbotham’s #1 & #3
Caves. The course supervisor said
the Cave Rescue ‘mini course’ was
extremely popular and would like for
all of us to return next year.

